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Notice of Disclaimer 

The information disclosed to you hereunder (the “Materials”) is provided solely for the selection 

and use of Falcon Computing Solutions (FCS) products. To the maximum extent permitted by 

applicable law: (1) Materials are made available "AS IS" and with all faults, FCS hereby 

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR 

STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR 

PURPOSE; and (2) FCS shall not be liable (whether in contract or tort, including negligence, or 

under any other theory of liability) for any loss or damage of any kind or nature related to, arising 

under, or in connection with, the Materials (including your use of the Materials), including for any 

direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential loss or damage (including loss of data, profits, 

goodwill, or any type of loss or damage suffered as a result of any action brought by a third party) 

even if such damage or loss was reasonably foreseeable or FCS had been advised of the possibility 

of the same. FCS assumes no obligation to correct any errors contained in the Materials or to 

notify you of updates to the Materials or to product specifications. You may not reproduce, 

modify, distribute, or publicly display the Materials without prior written consent. 
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1 Introduction 

Heterogeneous computing is increasingly used in today’s data centers to increase performance and 

reduce energy consumption. One of the biggest challenges of heterogeneous computing is how to 

efficiently compile and execute programs across heterogeneous platforms consisting of CPUs, 

GPUs, FPGAs, etc.  

 

FPGAs, due to their hardware programmability, are a key component for heterogeneous 

computing. Traditionally, FPGA-based designs are specified in hardware description languages 

such as Verilog and VHDL. With recent advances in high-level synthesis, vendors such as Intel 

and Xilinx have introduced OpenCL tools for application acceleration. These tools require 

software developers to port their applications to OpenCL. Moreover, significant time and effort are 

required to optimize the OpenCL code to arrive at efficient implementations. Although one may 

get functional portability using standards such as OpenCL, there is no performance portability. In 

other words, applications optimized for one platform may not necessarily (and often do not) 

exhibit good efficiency on another platform. 

 

Merlin Compiler has been developed to specifically address the programming challenge so 

software developers can take advantage of FPGA acceleration. Merlin takes a C/C++ program as 

input, transforms and optimizes it for the target platform, and finally generates executables by 

leveraging vendors’ implementation tools. The output of Merlin is in the form of software libraries 

which can be integrated into applications using standard software development flows. Merlin 

automatically performs a set of advanced hardware-oriented optimizations specific to the input 

code and the target platform to achieve high Quality of Results (QoR). In addition, advanced users 

can also use a small set of high-level pragmas to guide Merlin optimizations.  

 

In summary, Merlin Compiler accepts the C/C++ functions you want to accelerate (the kernels), 

and generates a library of accelerated kernel functions that you can be integrated and linked with 

your host program along with a binary file for programing the FPGA. This is shown in the figure 

below: 
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Figure 1 Merlin Compiler 

 

This remainder of this User Guide covers the following topics about Merlin Compiler: 

 

• Getting started 

• Accelerator design and optimization 

• Best practices 

• Command line references 

• Software installation 
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2 Getting Started 

Merlin compiler provides a command line tool, merlincc, to compile accelerated functions that can 

be used in host applications. This chapter uses a simple example to demonstrate how to use Merlin 

Compiler to generate an FPGA accelerated application.  

 

Merlin Compiler takes user specified kernel functions as input and generate a kernel binary. Users 

can integrate the output from Merlin with the rest of program and compile the final application that 

can be executed on a platform with both CPUs and FPGAs. The following figure shows the 

merlincc design flow. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Merlin Compiler Design Flow 

 

2.1 Preparing Example Design 

Merlin example designs are hosted on GitHub. The following is the URL for the git repository:  

https://github.com/falconcomputing/merlin-compiler.git 

 

The vector add design from Merlin examples is used as an example in this chapter. If you access 

Merlin through a cloud image, please read the corresponding README file in GitHub on how to 

access the example. 

 

➢ Clone Merlin example repository 

https://github.com/falconcomputing/merlin-compiler.git
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$ git clone https://github.com/falconcomputing/merlin-compiler 

$ cd merlin-compiler/Examples 

➢ Review the “readme.md” file to understand the example structure and usage 

➢ Review the kernel code src/vec_add_kernel.cpp in a text editor 

 

 
Figure 3 Example Kernel Code 

 

Two Merlin pragmas are used in the vector add example to specify user’s design intention: 

o The “ACCEL kernel” pragma specifies the function right below it to be accelerated. 

o The “ACCEL parallel factor=16” pragma directs the compiler to generate 16 parallel 

“threads” for executing the loop 

2.2 Verifying Design Functional Correctness 

It is important to verify the functional correctness of the design before creating an accelerator for 

FPGA. Run the commands below to compile code for CPU (host) execution into an executable 

named “test” and run it to verify functionality of the modified kernel code. 

 
$cd vec_add/build 

$make run 

g++ -I ../include -I ./ -I  -Wall -

O3 ../src/main.cpp ../src/vec_add.cpp ../src/vec_add_kernel.cpp -o 

test 

./test 

Starting Vector Addition Example 

Test passed 

2.3 Generating Merlin Compiler Object File with Optimization 

Compile the kernel for acceleration using merlincc. merlincc is run in compile mode (merlincc 

-c option) so the compiler stops after generating the Merlin object file with a .mco extension. In 

addition, Merlin also generates a host library lib*.so file, and the corresponding header file 

__merlin*.h.  
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$make mcc_acc 

merlincc -c ../src/vec_add_kernel.cpp -D INTEL -o 

vec_add_kernel  -I ../include -I ./ -I  --platform=aocl::a10gx 

 

*** Syntax checking ... 

*** Synthesizability checking ... 

*** Interface synthesis ... 

*** Kernel optimization ... 

%I [BURST-101] Memory burst inferred: variable 'c' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  burst buffer size = 40000 bytes 

%I [BURST-101] Memory burst inferred: variable 'a' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  burst buffer size = 40000 bytes 

%I [BURST-101] Memory burst inferred: variable 'b' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  burst buffer size = 40000 bytes 

%I [WDBUS-101] Memory coalescing inferred: variable 'a' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  interface bitwidth = 512 bits 

%I [WDBUS-101] Memory coalescing inferred: variable 'b' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  interface bitwidth = 512 bits 

%I [WDBUS-101] Memory coalescing inferred: variable 'c' 

(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

  interface bitwidth = 512 bits 

*** Code generation ... 

*** Compilation finished successfully 

 

 
Total time: 39.21 seconds 
Peak memory usage: 66.80 Mbyte 
 
 

Review generated design and library. The current working directory contains: 

• The library file libvec_add_kernel.so to be linked with the main host program 

• The header file __merlinvec_add_kernel.h with three APIs to be used in the main 

host program 

o __merlin_init(): This needs to be used to initialize the device for executing the 

kernel 

o __merlin_release(): This can be used to release the device for other kernels 

o __merlin_vec_add_kernel() : This is the accelerated kernel that can be called 

in place of vec_add_kernel in the host program. 
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• The logfile merlin.log: contains messages generated during Merlin optimization 

2.4 Preparing Host Program 

Users are responsible for integrating into their host program the accelerated kernels generated by 

Merlin Compiler.  

 

➢ Modify the original host code as shown in the following figure to replace the call to the kernels 

with the accelerated functions defined in the host library: 

o Include the header file __merlinvec_add_kernel.h for the accelerated library 

o For each kernel binary, call the __merlin_init ("bin_file”) function once to 

prepare the device. 

o For each call to the kernel vec_add_kernel() replace it with a call to the accelerated 

function __merlin_vec_add_kernel().   

 

NOTE: The host source code in the example design already has the required modification. 

This step is described here so users understand how to modify their original host program with 

the library generated by Merlin Compiler.  

 

 
Figure 4 Host Code Modifications for Merlin Accelerators 

 

➢ Compile the host source code with the following options added to the original gcc/g++ linker 

flag.  

-L./ -lvec_add_kernel 
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2.5 Simulating Accelerated Application 

The following command generates the CPU simulation model vec_add_kernel_sim.aocx 

for the optimized kernel code and runs simulation to verify the functional correctness of the 

acceleration application 

$ make mcc_runsim 

merlincc vec_add_kernel_sim.mco -march=sw_emu -D MCC_SIM -o 

vec_add_kernel_sim  --platform=aocl::a10gx 

 

Generating vec_add_kernel_sim for simulation... 

*** Software emulation configuration file generated 

successfully 

 

 

Total time: 9.51 seconds 

Peak memory usage: 211.13 Mbyte 

g++ -I ../include -I ./ -I  -Wall -O3 -D MCC_ACC -L. -Wl,-

rpath=./ -fPIC -Wl,-rpath=./ -fPIC  -D MCC_SIM -D 

MCC_ACC_H_FILE=\"__merlinvec_add_kernel_sim.h\" -

lvec_add_kernel_sim   ../src/main.cpp ../src/vec_add.cpp ../src

/vec_add_kernel.cpp -o test_acc_sim 

CL_CONTEXT_EMULATOR_DEVICE_ALTERA=altera ./test_acc_sim  

vec_add_kernel_sim.aocx 

CL_PLATFORM_VENDOR Intel(R) Corporation 

CL_PLATFORM_NAME Intel(R) FPGA SDK for OpenCL(TM) 

loading vec_add_kernel_sim.aocx 

Starting Vector Addition Example 

Test passed 

2.6 Estimating Accelerator Performance and Resource 

Run the command below to generate an estimation of kernel performance and resource utilization 

 
$make mcc_estimate 

merlincc vec_add_kernel.mco --report=estimate  --

platform=aocl::a10gx 
 

============================================================================ 

Kernel : vec_add_kernel(vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) 

============================================================================ 

Report time     :  2018-08-13 09:40:29 

 

============================================================================ 

Interface      Width 

============================================================================ 

a               512      (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) memory burst and coalescing 

b               512      (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) memory burst and coalescing 
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c               512      (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) memory burst and coalescing 

inc              -       (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) scalar 

 

============================================================================ 

Source code hierarchy ( TC: Trip Count, AC: Accumulated Cycles, CPC: Cycles 

per Call ) 

============================================================================ 

+----------------------------------------------------+-----+------+------+--

----+------+------+------+-------------------------------+ 

|                     hierarchy                      | TC  |  AC  | CPC  | 

LUT  |  FF  | BRAM | DSP  |            comment            | 

+----------------------------------------------------+-----+------+------+--

----+------+------+------+-------------------------------+ 

|vec_add_kernel (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9)               |     |  3862|  3862|  

0.86|  0.67|  5.45|  0.00|kernel                         | 

|    auto memory burst read and coalescing for 'b'   |     |  1079|  1079|      

|      |      |      |BW: 9.27 GB/s                  | 

|    auto memory burst read and coalescing for 'a'   |     |  1079|  1079|      

|      |      |      |BW: 9.27 GB/s                  | 

|    loop j (vec_add_kernel.cpp:13)                  |  625|   625|   625|      

|      |      |      |fully pipelined, parallelized  | 

|    auto memory burst write and coalescing for 'c'  |     |  1079|  1079|      

|      |      |      |BW: 9.27 GB/s                  | 

+----------------------------------------------------+-----+------+------+--

----+------+------+------+-------------------------------+ 

============================================================================ 

Hotspot 

============================================================================ 

* Self Accumulated Cycles 

+-----------------------------------------------+--------+----------+ 

|                     Name                      | Cycles | Activity | 

+-----------------------------------------------+--------+----------+ 

|   auto memory burst (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9)    |  1079  |  27.94%  | 

|   auto memory burst (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9)    |  1079  |  27.94%  | 

|   auto memory burst (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9)    |  1079  |  27.94%  | 

| vec_add_kernel:loop j (vec_add_kernel.cpp:13) |  625   |  16.18%  | 

|     vec_add_kernel (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9)     |   0    |  0.00%   | 

+-----------------------------------------------+--------+----------+ 

 

+---------------------------------------+------+-----+------+------+ 

|                 Name                  | BRAM | DSP |  FF  | LUT  | 

+---------------------------------------+------+-----+------+------+ 

| vec_add_kernel (vec_add_kernel.cpp:9) | 5.45 | 0.0 | 0.67 | 0.86 | 

+---------------------------------------+------+-----+------+------+ 

 

*** Estimation successfully 

 

 

Total time: 18.23 seconds 

Peak memory usage: 232.84 Mbyte 

 

Merlin saves the estimate report as ./merlin.rpt and it includes the following four sections: 
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Interface 

The interface section lists interface port info such as if memory burst and coalescing are inferred 

for a particular parameter. This will help users decide which interface variable needs further 

optimization. 

 

Source Code Hierarchy 

The source code hierarchy section reports trip count (TC), accumulated cycles (AC), cycles per 

call (CPC) and resource utilization percentage for memory transfers, loops and functions 

hierarchically. Additional information such as memory bandwidth, loop pipelining results is 

displayed in the “comment” column. This report provides insight on performance and resource 

utilization achieved for each sub-process as well as the full design. 

 

Hotspots 

The hotspot section shows number of clock cycles and percentage of execution time for each sub-

process (memory transfers, loops, sub-functions, etc.). This report can help users identify hotspots 

in the current design and take further actions to further optimize the kernel. 

 

Resource Utilization 

The resource utilization reports display the percentage utilization of resources such as BRAM, 

DSP, FF, and LUT for the design. These reports help user determine if more parallelization can be 

implemented. 

2.7 Implementing Accelerated Application 

Generate kernel binary file using the following command. This step may take hours to finish. 

 
$ make mcc_bitgen 

merlincc vec_add_kernel.mco -o vec_add_kernel_20180813_094029.aocx  --

platform=aocl::a10gx 

 

Generating vec_add_kernel_20180813_094029... 

 

aocl 17.1.1.273 (Intel(R) FPGA SDK for OpenCL(TM), Version 17.1.1 Build 273, 

Copyright (C) 2017 Intel Corporation)  

 

aoc: Environment checks are completed successfully. 

You are now compiling the full flow!! 

aoc: Selected target board a10gx 

aoc: Running OpenCL parser.... 

aoc: OpenCL parser completed successfully. 

aoc: Compiling.... 

aoc: Linking with IP library ... 

aoc: First stage compilation completed successfully. 

aoc: Hardware generation completed successfully. 

*****Warning: This feature has been deprecated. It will be 

removed in the next release. Please see reports/report.html 

in the project directory for the new report. 

 

Area report successfully created: kernel_top.aoco-area-report.html 
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Resource utilization summary: 

|----------|--------------------|---------------|---------------| 

|          |            LOGIC   |        BRAM   |         DSP   | 

|----------|--------------------|---------------|---------------| 

| Available|              427200|           2713|           1518| 

| Platform |         53215 (12%)|      307 (11%)|         2 (1%)| 

|  Kernel  |          35778 (8%)|       254 (9%)|         0 (0%)| 

|----------|--------------------|---------------|---------------| 

|   Total  |         88993 (20%)|      561 (20%)|         2 (1%)| 

|----------|--------------------|---------------|---------------| 

 

Kernel Frequency: 412.96 MHz 

Merlin compiler flow finished in 155.82 mins 

 

2.8 Executing Acceleration Application on Hardware 

Run the command below to execute host executable together with the kernel binary running on the 

acceleration card. The host_top executable loads the kernel binary file 

vec_add_kernel_20180813_094029.aocx generated from previous step onto the target 

platform, offloads vec_add_kernel() function call to FPGA, verifies the results, and collects 

the profiling information. 

 
$ make mcc_runhw 

Reprogramming device [0] with handle 1 

CL_PLATFORM_VENDOR Altera Corporation 

CL_PLATFORM_NAME Intel(R) FPGA SDK for OpenCL(TM) 

loading vec_add_kernel_20180813_094029.aocx   

Test passed  
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3 Design Flow 

Merlin Compiler is a complete design environment that takes a C/C++ program as input, produces 

an optimized implementation for the target FPGA platform in the form of a C/C++ library which 

can be integrated into an application. The following figure shows the recommended design flow 

for accelerating an application using Merlin Compiler. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Recommended Merlin Compiler Design Flow 

3.1 Profiling and Partitioning Application 

The first question to answer when accelerating an application is “What needs to be accelerated?” 

The most effective way to find out the answer is to run the application on CPU with a profiling 

tool such as valgrind/callgrind for C/C++ applications. These tools collect profiling data like the 

number of times a function is called and the duration of each function call, which provide lots of 

insights about hotspots in the application. Functions consuming most of the CPU time are good 

candidates for acceleration using FPGAs.   
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Once the functions to be accelerated are identified, users can pass that information to the Merlin 

Compiler which will produce accelerated functions and create proper communication channels for 

data movement and synchronization. During run-time, when the program runs into an accelerated 

function, it will pass the task to FPGAs. After the program execution on FPGA completes and 

transfers the results back to the CPU. This process is repeated for each function call into an 

accelerated function. 

 

The “ACCEL kernel” pragma is used to tag a function for acceleration.  

 

Syntax 

#pragma ACCEL kernel 

 

Example 

The following figure is a kernel scope example: 

 

 
Figure 6 Kernel Scope Example 

 

3.2 Defining Kernel Interface  

Merlin Compiler can automatically extract the interface between the software and hardware in 

most of cases. In the case when the memory space for a kernel argument cannot be recognized by 

the compiler, an ACCEL interface pragma can be used on kernel arguments to provide the 

compiler additional information for proper interface generation. 

 

Syntax 

#pragma ACCEL interface variable=”pointer_arg” depth=M 

#pragma ACCEL interface variable=”pointer_arg” depth=M,N,K 

Options 

variable: the target argument variable 
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depth=num_of_objects : the depth of a pointer/array. If the pointer references to a 

multidimensional array, the depth can be specified with the size for each dimension separated by 

comma. For example, for a two dimensional array A[M][N], we can use depth=M,N 

The depth should be specified as the number of objects referenced by the pointer/array.  
 

Notes 

• The pragma is placed after the kernel declaration. 

• Each kernel argument is unique in the whole program. 

 

Supported Kernel Function Argument Types 

 

Type Supported? 

One-dimensional array Yes 

Multi-dimensional array Yes 

One-dimensional pointer Yes 

Multi-dimensional pointer Yes. The user needs to specify the depth by using the interface 
pragma 

Class No 

Structure Partially supported. Limited to C99. 

Scalar Yes 

Pass by reference (&) Yes for scalar arguments 

Function return value Yes 
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4 Accelerator Optimization  

4.1 Overview 

Merlin Compiler employs a set of transformations to optimize and improve the performance of a 

kernel, including the following:  

• Loop Pipelining 

• Loop Parallelization 

• Loop Tiling 

 

The table below summarizes corresponding optimization pragmas. The detailed description and 

usages are discussed in subsequent chapters. 

Pragmas Descriptions Options 
#pragma ACCEL 

pipeline[II=<N>] 

 

Specify that a loop needs 

to be pipelined. 

II=<N> : Specify the target 

initiation interval. The default is 

1. 

 
#pragma ACCEL parallel 

[factor=<N>] 

 

Specify that a loop needs 

to be parallelized. 

factor=<N>: Execute N loop 

iterations in parallel. 

 
#pragma ACCEL tile 

[factor=<N> 

parallel_factor=<M>] 

 

Specify that a loop needs 

to be tiled. 

factor=<N>: Specify the tile 

size. Each tile can be further 

parallelized if parallel_factor is 

specified. 

 

 

 

Developers can specify high-level intentions, such as which code segment needs FPGA 

acceleration and which loop needs pipeline/parallelization optimizations. Merlin Compiler will 

automatically generate an optimized micro-architecture with various optimization strategies 

applied. 

4.2 Loop Pipelining 

Loop pipelining allows execution of the next loop iteration before the current iteration is complete. 

The time between the start of subsequent iterations is called initiation interval (II). Merlin 

Compiler supports both fine-grained and coarse-grained pipelining.  

 

Fine-grained Pipelining 

Fine-grained pipelining is applied only to loops whose body consists of only basic operations, i.e., 

no function calls or nested loops. In this implementation, the various operations of the loop are 

executed in pipeline stages and data is transferred from one stage to another via fast register 

memory elements.. The goal is to achieve II=1 so there are no stall cycles in all pipeline stages. 
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Fine-grained loop pipelining is automatically applied. Merlin Compiler provides a “pipeline” 

pragma to allow users to override the default settings for this optimization. 

 

The figure below illustrates the result of fine-grained loop pipelining. The example has 3 iterations 

and each iteration has three basic operations: read from array “in” (RD), add input with 4 (ADD), 

and write to array “out” (WR). When the fine-grained loop pipelining is not applied, the 3 

iterations are executed sequentially. With the fine-grained loop pipelining, the execution of 3 

iterations are overlapped and the overall execution time of the entire loop is reduced.  

 

 

                 

 

Figure 7 Fine-grained Loop Pipelining 

 

Coarse-grained Pipelining 

Coarse-grained pipelining is applied to loops whose body consists of any combination of pipeline 

nodes such as: 

• Loop s 

• Function calls  

• Basic blocks  

• Several independent statements 

 

Unlike fine-grained pipelining, coarse-grained pipelining is not automatic. Pragma must be 

specified. 

 

In coarse-grained loop pipelining, Merlin Compiler automatically creates data channels to pass 

data from one pipeline node to the next, which allows all pipeline nodes to execute concurrently.  

 

The figure below illustrates an example with hierarchical optimization with both coarse-grained 

pipelining and fine-grained pipelining applied. Merlin Compiler analyzes the outer loop and 

partitions the statements into 3 pipeline nodes: node0 for receiving data from off-chip memory, 

node1 performing computation and node2 sending data to off-chip memory. The coarse-grained 

pipelining is applied on all three tasks and the latency and throughput are improved. 
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Figure 8 Coarse-grained Pipelining Example 

Syntax 
#pragma ACCEL pipeline [II=integer] 

 

Options 

II=<N>: Specify the target initiation interval. The default is 1. 

 

Notes 

• Ideally the achievable initiation interval (II) needs to be 1 to get the best performance. 

However, factors such as available computation resource, data access parallelism, and loop 

carried dependency can affect the final II.  

• Independent statements can be grouped together with curly brackets {} to form a pipeline node 

 

Limitations  

The following conditions are not supported in pipelining: 

• Cross loop iteration data usage, such as feedback loop dependency  

• Multiple write to a pointer/array pointing to external memory 

• Direct break/continue, or direct and indirect return statements in the loop body 

4.3 Loop Parallelization 

Loop parallelization enables parallel execution of a loop body with increased hardware resources. 

Merlin compiler supports both fine-grained and coarse-grained loop parallelization. 

 

In fine-grained parallelization, the loop body consists of basic operations. Figure 9 below 

illustrates the result of fine-grained loop parallelization. The example has 3 iterations and each 

iteration has three operations: read array “in” (RD), add the input with 4 (ADD), and write to array 
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“out” (WR). When the fine-grained loop parallelization is not applied, the 3 iterations are executed 

sequentially. With the fine-grained loop parallelization, the execution of 3 iterations start at the 

same time and the overall execution time of the entire loop is reduced.  

 
Figure 9 Fine-grained Loop Parallelization 

 

Coarse-grained loop parallelization enables parallel execution of the body of an outer loop. The 

outer loop usually consists of multiple nodes like functions, inner for loops, etc. 

 

The figure below illustrates an example with coarse-grained loop parallelization. In this case the 

innermost loop only has one node func(). The coarse-grained parallelization replicates func() three 

times so they can run in parallel with each copy working on different chunks of the input data. 

 
 

Figure 10 Coarse-grained Parallelization Example 

 

Loop parallelization is specified with a “parallel” pragma as describe below: 
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Syntax 
#pragma ACCEL parallel [factor=<N>] 

factor=<N>: Optional. Create N parallel execution paths for the loop body. 

 

Notes 

• Parallel pragma can only be applied to the innermost loop or a loop whose inner loops are fully 

parallelized. 

• On-chip memory access conflict, false loop-carry dependency analysis and frequent off-chip 

memory access will affect the performance of a parallelized loop nest.  

• Merlin Compiler will perform automatic fine-grained loop parallelization on the innermost 

loops by default if the loops meet the following requirement.  

• The loop has no sub-loop. 

• The loop can have function calls in the loop body, but the function calls have no loop in the 

function body. 

• The loop trip count is 16 or less. 

 

Limitations  

Coarse-grained parallelization currently has the following limitations: 

• Interfaces of sub functions in a parallel region should be local variables. 

• No loop carried dependence 

4.4 Loop Tiling 

Loop tiling transforms a single loop into a two-level nested loop. The bound of the innermost loop 

is specified by the factor parameter of the tile pragma discussed below. 

 

Loop tiling is used for two main purposes: 

• Reduce the size of on-chip buffer in case of a very long burst read or write from the external 

memory  

• Allow coarse-grained parallelization optimization 

 

The figure below shows an example of loop tiling with factor=4 and the pseudo code after loop-

tiling transformation:  
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Figure 11 Examples of Loop Tiling 

 

Syntax 
#pragma ACCEL tile [factor=<N>] [parallel_factor=<M>] 

 

Options 

factor=<N>: Tile the loop by creating a sub-loop of N iterations 

parallel_factor=<M>: Parallelize the inner sub-loop by a factor of M 

 

Limitations  

Loop tiling currently has the following limitations: 

• Only support canonical for-loop that the loop body cannot modify the loop index variable 

• The lower loop bound is constant and the loop index variable increments with step size of 1.  

• Only the perfect nested loop will be grouped 
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5 Merlin Compiler Command Reference 

The table below lists all merlicc command options and their descriptions 

 

Option Valid Value Description 

-v NA Display compiler version 

--list-platform NA Display supported platforms 

-p=<arg> 

--platform=<arg> 

 

FPGA_tool:: 

platform_name 

Specify the target device for the application in the 

format of FPGA_vendor_tool::platform_name 

 

Please check Supported FPGA Platforms chapter 

on all supported platforms by Merlin Compiler 

 

-c NA Compile and generate Merlin Compiler Object file 

(.mco) only 

-o Valid file name Specify output file name 

 

-march=<arg> sw_emu Specify compilation target architecture 

 

sw_emu: compile for software emulation of the 

acceleration application 

--report=<arg> estimate Specify a kernel binary file for CPU emulation or 

execution on board.  

--profile NA enable kernel profiling support in vendor backend 

tools 

-I <arg> Valid directory 

name 

Specify include file directory 

-D <arg> Macro 

definition 

Pass macro definition to the compiler 
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6 Best Practices 

6.1 Allocate Aligned Memory in Host Program 

Allocate host-side buffers to be at least 64-byte aligned. Allocating the host-side 

buffers allows direct memory access (DMA) transfers to and from the FPGA, 

which improves buffer transfer efficiency.  

 

There are a couple of ways to set up aligned memory: 

• Use posix_memalign() function as shown in the code snippet below: 
#include <stdlib.h> 

void *ptr = NULL; 

posix_memalign (&ptr, 64, size); 

 

• Use aligned attribute when declaring an array as shown below: 
int __attribute__((aligned(64))) a[VEC_SIZE]; 

6.2 C/C++ Language Coverage in Kernel Function 

Source input to Merlin must be valid C99/C++03 translation unit(s).  The following guidelines are 

recommended in order to ensure the best experience with Merlin:. 

 

Source language guidelines 

• Must not contain aggregate bit-field members; 

• Must not include C++ standard library headers; 

• GCC's __typeof__ extension is unsupported; 

• C++03 support: 

o Supported: 

▪ Template functions 

▪ Non-virtual, non-inheriting class and structs. 

▪ Namespaced functions and variables. 

o Unsupported: Exceptions, destructors. 

 

Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL 

• No recursive function 

• No system calls (printf is allowed), C++ standard libraries, boost libraries, etc. 

• No dynamic memory allocation in kernel 

• No function pointer in kernel. 

• No try/catch in kernel. 

• Limited use of template type: sizeof (type). 

• Volatile is not supported on the kernel interface 

• Sub-functions cannot have multiple return statements 
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• Try to avoid do/while loops and continue/break/goto statements for the performance critical 

code segments 

• Avoid casting of pointers from one data type to another data type, especially between struct 

types 

 

Xilinx SDAccel Environment 

• Overload of kernel function is not allowed 

• The pointer argument must have a bounded dimension size. The dimension size can be inferred 

by the compiler if the address of an array in the host code is passed to the pointer. When the 

dimension size cannot be inferred, the size needs to be specified with the depth value in the 

interface pragma. 

• In the case of multiple tasks of the same kernel, the array/pointer dimension size should be the 

same 

 

Guidelines for C++ Kernels for Xilinx SDAccel Flow 

• No user class in kernel 

• Limited use of template type: sizeof(type) 

• No standard libraries in kernel (such as STL) 

• No system calls in kernel (except printf) 

• No Dynamic memory allocation in kernel (such as malloc) 

• No function pointer in kernel  

• No Try/catch in kernel 

• Volatile is not supported on the kernel interface 

 

6.3 Loops with Variable Bounds 

If the variable bound comes from function argument, use assert() function to provide the range of 

the bound like below: 

  
If the variable bound comes from a local variable, rewrite the code to use if statement for exit 

condition like below: 
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7 Software Installation and Configuration 

7.1 System Requirements 

• CentOS/RedHat 6.9 (or higher) 64-bit with at least 32GB of RAM 

 

• To use Merlin Compiler with Intel FPGA development boards, Intel FPGA SDK for 

OpenCL v17.0.2 or v17.1.1 is required. Please follow instructions in Intel FPGA SDK for 

OpenCL Getting Started Guide to obtain a license and install the software and its supported 

FPGA platforms. 

 

• To use Merlin Compiler with Xilinx FPGA development boards, Xilinx SDAccel 

Development Environment v2017.1 or v2017.4 is required. Please follow instructions in 

SDx Environments Release Notes, Installation, and Licensing Guide to obtain a license and 

install the software and its supported FPGA platforms 

 

• gcc version must be 4.6.3 or higher 

 

• Python 2.7 

 

7.2 Downloading and Unpacking Merlin Compiler Package 

Merlin Compiler is packaged as a tar gzip file Merlin_Compiler_xxxx.tar.gz where 

xxxx is the date and version number.   

• Download the tar gzip file from the link provided by the Falcon support team 

 

• Extract and install the tool using the following command: 
$tar xzvf Merlin_Compiler_xxxx.tar.gz 

 

• A directory named “Merlin_Compiler_xxxx” is created. This user guide uses <merlin_root> to 

refer to the full pathname of this directory for illustration purpose. 

7.3 Configuring Merlin Compiler Installation 

Merlin supports both C and Bash command shells. Bash shell commands are used in this user 

guide for illustration purpose. 

NOTE:  

• A single Merlin Compiler installation can be configured to support both Intel FPGA SDK for 

OpenCL and Xilinx SDAccel Environment 

• This step can be skipped if you have verified installations of vendors OpenCL SDK by 

following their software and board installation instructions 

 

 

1. Set up environments for FPGA vendors OpenCL SDK 

http://dl.altera.com/opencl/?edition=standard
http://dl.altera.com/opencl/?edition=standard
https://www.altera.com/documentation/mwh1391807309901.html
https://www.altera.com/documentation/mwh1391807309901.html
https://www.xilinx.com/support/download/index.html/content/xilinx/en/downloadNav/sdaccel-development-environment.html
https://www.xilinx.com/support/download/index.html/content/xilinx/en/downloadNav/sdaccel-development-environment.html
https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/sw_manuals/xilinx2017_4/ug1238-sdx-rnil.pdf
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In general, follow vendor tool setup instructions to set up vendor tools. Just to make sure 

Merlin can find and invoke vendor tools. 

 

Run the commands below to set up Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL 17.1.1 
$export ALTERA_QUARTUS_HOME=/path/to/Altera/17.1.1 

$export ALTERAOCLSDKROOT=/path/to/Altera/17.1.1/hld 

$export AOCL_BOARD_PACKAGE_ROOT=/path/to/Altera/17.1.1/hld/board/a10_ref 

 

NOTE: Intel Arria 10 GX Development Kit is used as an example. Update 

ALTERAOCLSDKROOT and AOCL_BOARD_PACKAGE_ROOT to match the actual tool version 

and target board. 
 

Run the command below to set up environments for Xilinx SDAccel 2017.4 
$source /path/to/Xilinx/SDx/2017.4/settings64.sh 

 

2. Run the command below to set up the environment for running the Merlin Compiler 

$export PATH=<merlin_root>/bin:$PATH 

7.4 Obtaining and Installing Merlin Compiler License  

NOTE: Merlin Compiler license is for Merlin Compiler only. Users need to obtain separate 

licenses from Intel and Xilinx for Merlin Compiler to work with Intel FPGA for OpenCL and 

Xilinx SDAccel Environments, respectively.   

 

Obtaining Merlin Compiler License 

Merlin Compiler supports node-locked and floating licenses. Please send the MAC address of your 

license server to support@falcon-computing.com to order and retrieve the license file. Below is 

an example using ifconfig command to get the MAC address: 01:23:45:67:89:AB 
$ifconfig -a 

eth0      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 01:23:45:67:89:AB 

          BROADCAST MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1 

          RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0 

          TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0 

 

Installing Floating License 

• Open the license file and replace the highlighted words as instructed below: 
SERVER HOSTNAME HOST_ID PORT 

VENDOR falconlm <merlin_root>/bin/falconlm 

 

HOSTNAME:  license server hostname as returned by Linux hostname command 

HOST_ID:  license server MAC address 

PORT: network port number for the license 

 

• Run the command below to starting the license server (floating license only) 

$<merlin_root>/bin/lmgrd -c license.lic -l lmgrd.log 
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Check lmgrd.log file for the status and additional messages of the license server 

 

• Each user need to set the environment variable below to check out Merlin Compiler license 

$export FALCONLM_LICENSE_FILE=PORT@HOSTNAME 

Use the same PORT and HOSTNAME specified in the updated license file. 

 

Installing Node-locked License 

• Save the node-locked license file on the server 

• Each user need to set the environment variable below to use Merlin Compiler license 

$export FALCONLM_LICENSE_FILE=/path/to/license.lic 
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8 Supported Platforms 

 

Platform Identifier Descriptions 

Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL 

aocl::a10gx Intel Arria 10 GX FPGA Development Kit 
Arria 10 GX 1150 

aocl::p385a_sch_ax115 Nallatech 385A FPGA Accelerator Card 
Arria 10 GX 1150 

aocl::pac_a10 Intel® Programmable Acceleration Card with 
Intel Arria® 10 GX FPGA 

Xilinx SDAccel 2017.1 

sdaccel:: xilinx:huawei-vu9p-fp1:4ddr-xpr:4.1 Huawei FACS FP1 FPGA 
Virtex® UltraScale VU9P FPGA 

sdaccel:: xilinx:aws-vu9p-f1:4ddr-xpr-2pr:4.0 Amazon EC2 F1 FPGA 
Virtex® UltraScale VU9P FPGA 

sdaccel::xilinx:adm-pcie-7v3:1ddr:3.0 Alpha Data ADM-PCIE-7V3 
Virtex®7 XC7VX690T-2 FPGA 

sdaccel::xilinx:adm-pcie-ku3:2ddr-xpr:4.0 Alpha Data ADM-PCIE-KU3 
Kintex® UltraScale XCKU060T FPGA 

 

sdaccel::xilinx:adm-pcie-8k5:2ddr:4.0 

Alpha Data ADM-PCIE-8K5 
Kintex® UltraScale XCKU115-FLVB2104-2-E 
FPGA 

sdaccel::xilinx:xil-accel-rd-ku115:4ddr-

xpr:4.0 

Xilinx Kintex UltraScale FPGA Acceleration 
Development Kit 
Kintex® UltraScale XCKU115 

Xilinx SDAccel 2017.4 

sdaccel::xilinx_aws-vu9p-f1_dynamic_5_0 Amazon EC2 F1 FPGA 
Virtex® UltraScale VU9P FPGA 

sdaccel::xilinx_kcu1500_dynamic_5_0 Xilinx Kintex UltraScale FPGA KCU1500 
Acceleration Development Kit 
Kintex® UltraScale XCKU115 

sdaccel::xilinx_vcu1525_dynamic_5_0 Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA VCU1525 
Acceleration Development Kit 
Virtex UltraScale+ XCVU9P 

 

https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/kit-a10-gx-fpga.html
http://www.nallatech.com/store/fpga-accelerated-computing/pcie-accelerator-cards/nallatech-385a-arria10-1150-fpga/
https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/acceleration-card-arria-10-gx.html
https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/acceleration-card-arria-10-gx.html
https://www.huaweicloud.com/product/fcs.html
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/f1/
http://www.alpha-data.com/dcp/products.php?product=adm-pcie-7v3
http://www.alpha-data.com/dcp/products.php?product=adm-pcie-ku3
http://www.alpha-data.com/dcp/products.php?product=adm-pcie-8k5
http://www.alpha-data.com/dcp/products.php?product=adm-pcie-8k5
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/xcku115-2flvb2104e.html
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/xcku115-2flvb2104e.html
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/f1/
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/dk-u1-kcu1500-g.html
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/dk-u1-kcu1500-g.html
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/vcu1525-a.html
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/vcu1525-a.html

